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反物の柄 人 反物の地色 人
紫陽花 8 紺 14
桜 6 ピンク 9
花柄 6 黒 7
撫子 5 赤 6
百合 3 白 6
コスモス 3 クリーム色 4
ひまわり 2 灰色 3
朝顔 2 青 3
菖蒲 2 水色 2
とんぼ 2 青緑 2
バラ 2 黄色 2
野草 1 紫 2
てっせん 1 赤紫 2
蝶 1 緑 1
折り鶴 1 藤色 1
金魚 1 その他 1
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　The students who take the production training of a yukata are increasing.　In particular most of them wish to make a yukata 
of their favourite patterns with their own sizes.
　We performed a questionnaire on the reason they took the training programme, why a yukata charms them, the knowledge 
they actually learned, and the difficulty of study technical terms and the construction procedure.
　Based on it, we have evaluated their sense of satisfaction and accomplishment after the production training.  
　It is very hard to wear a yukata before learning how to wear it since it is a plane construction unlike western clothes.　
Therefore in addition to teach how to construct it, it is necessary to master how to knot the obi and fold up the entire yukata as 
well as an elegant way of wearing and moving.
　The analysis of the questionnaire shows that these practical exercises improve the sense of satisfaction and accomplishment 
of the students on the training programme.
